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Order Form (click here to go to an interweb version):
Yes! I would LOVE to help make this VITAL project become a 
REALITY!  Please register me in the SUCKERS Program.
First Name___________________�Last Name______________Title______
Electronic or Otherwise Technical Address:________________________
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I would like to (check all that apply):

� Become a Foster-Manufacturer�   Purchase Equipment
Donate to the project�   weigh my options

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Please Indicate the piece of equipment you'd like to help 
(you may choose from our list or just make something 
up)_____________________________, and choose a level:
�                � �       Blue Collar_____Dollars
� �          Grey Collar_____10's of $
� �           White Collar____100's
� �        Farmer Tan____I.O.U

�� �    Paper Collar____1,000's
� � �    Gold Collar____illions

� � �   of Dollars, Euros, or in 
�� � � Toxic Assets (don't 

� � � � forget to choose a 
� � � � consonant!)

Cut out and 
send this form, 
(along with 

your script to:
BPL 

Sweepstakes
Brooklyn Navy 

Yard, Building 280, 
Suite 509, Unit 256, 63 
Flushing Avenue, Brooklyn, 
NY  11205

ICARUS Nanosatellite.

MUNIN Lander.

LIMPER Rover.

A Solicitation From BPL To You For Participation In Our SUCKERS Program.
(Elements of this image may be 'Clicked' upon for more information)

Click Here to Continue...

Click Here to Continue...

BPL Doc. 0810901,Department of Representation

At any rate, BPL is soliciting funds for this project.  Since BPL - 002 was such an 
overwhelming and surprising success (we raised dozens of dollars for our 
Outsourcing Mission To China), we thought another scam might work.  And since 
people snapped up our tourist-style paintings made in China with American 
Outsourced Labor, we thought we'd offer a similar incentive for this event.  Genuine 
tourist-style paintings executed during a scouting trip to the region will be available 
in our inimitable fake-genuine vernacular, inspired by 19th century impulses, if not 
skills.  Moreover, due to the elevated level of urgency dictated by a high incidence of 
'unknow-how' and unprecedented material requirements, we thought we should 
offer something more substantial.   In lieu of this sensible notion, however, we are 
taking a more 'mainstream'  approach.  BPL extends to you, our loyal patrons, the 
opportunity to sponsor a piece of Equipment.  We are developing everything from 
the hulls of the three spacecraft to the cameras and experiments entirely from the 
ground up.  (We mean this literally, since most of the materials we use are found on 

BPL's third space exploration mission will 
launch in late August, 2009, hopefully.  This 
project will retrace the path of an expedition 
that included the painter Thomas Moran to the 
Yellowstone region in 1871, only this time with 

three separate robotic spacecraft.  Mission 
objectives include a continuation of BPL's 
Search For Life On Earth (SeFLOE), the  
examination of this active volcanic region 
for a solution to America's Dependence 

On Foreign Oil, and photographic 
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http://browerpropulsionlab.com
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Livingston,_Montana
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=livingston,+mt&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=40.59616,63.28125&ie=UTF8&ll=45.660127,-110.566406&spn=4.491662,7.910156&z=7

